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The following are descriptions of the main characters and their families that often appear in all chapters and episodes. Chapter first Playwright Dorothy Lawrence (1888â€“1919) There were many women on the stage when Dorothy left in 1903, but the snobbish playwright George Bernard Shaw (1856â€“1950) was very popular, writing many plays about
men and women who share the same passion: money. Dorothy's talent, discovered by her at the beginning of the 20th century, helped her to become popular, but her compositions were only noticeable for a short time. The only exceptions were the plays that Dorothy herself wrote - "Her" and "One Way or Another" - which brought her fame. Despite the fact
that Dorothy rarely resorted to direct assessments of her work, those who knew her well recognized her as a kindred spirit. She generously gave people her understanding of character (with the possible exception of her personal life, since in it she was spineless) and even wrote about him with a feeling similar to compassion and kindness. Her husband, actor
Arthur Lauren, spoke of Dorothy as a gentle but insightful woman. She wrote a lot. At times, she thought about a career as a screenwriter, but she could hardly have been successful in this capacity, as she often emphasized the weaknesses of men. However, she was an exceptional playwright and created examples of drama that have gained popularity among
many generations of viewers. A significant part of her plays is devoted to love and romantic love. Other plays are devoted to art, they touch upon the problems of education and work. Among the most famous works are "Home Sweet Home" (1904) and "Stories in Pictures" (1894). Her most famous playwright was her husband, Arthur Louren (1892-1946),
who wrote plays that vividly described his feelings and were filled with subtle humor and irony. Like most playwrights of her time, Dorothy was a woman with an active social and political stance. She was often referred to as a "farm noblewoman", but in reality, Dorothy considered herself an independent farmer woman all her life, who made a lot of efforts

to make a career in the theater, and became a famous and recognized actress. Her letters and diaries describe the society in which she lived, revealing the many realities of life as an X
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